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To build off progress made last year, I just want to continue to lay out a solid
framework for future CROs to build off of. Last year I worked a lot on organizing
contacts at the registrar for obtaining voters lists for sub-society elections. I may try to
work in “election turn out” into the new loyalty pass we have and have a rewards
system for voting (ie random draw). Also create a standardized forms for program
elections

Giuliano Caltagirone
Chief Returning Officer
chiefreturningofficer@macsci.ca

TIMELINE

Month Objective/Project/Event/Goals

June
July
August 1. Polish out subosciety election forms

2.
September 1. First year rep elections
October
November
December 1. Semester recap

a. List of all elections
b. Turn out for each elections
c. Analyze what elections did for turn out and

find out what it did right
January
February
March
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April
1. Semester recap

a. List of all elections
b. Turn out for each elections
c. Analyze what elections did for turn out and

find out what it did right
2. Transition report

OBJECTIVES:

Objective 1
Description/
Current
State

A minimum amount of votes are needed in order for someone to
assume a position whether it be elected or appointed.

- this can be very annoying/time consuming for those in charge
Goal Some goals from last year that werent touched upon

Improve voter turnout by making students more informed and aware of
elections going on

- Work with the VP comms to help promote on various social media
- Work with various professors to help promote these elections in first

and second year classes
- Work with the department to promote via email
- set up an infrastructure with the other program societies and VP

comms to some sort of common avenue/platform for all election
promotion and information

What are your strengths and weaknesses that relate to the goal you’re
trying to reach?

- My strengths are that I am good at talking to people, and a goal
like this will need lots of communication

- A weakness is that I am not as knowledgeable of certain things
ie who to contact

Long Term
Implications

Students can make informed voting decisions to pick candidates that
represent them better resulting in:

- more engaged students
- smoother running operations

Partners ● vp internal. Giuliano Serafino. vpinternal@macsci.ca
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● President. Luca Bernardini.
president@macsci.ca

● Vp comms. Daisy Pham. vpcomm@macsci.ca
**separate table for each objective
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